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GROWTH AND CHANGE

S T E M

Science and mathematics have been an integral component
of a Carleton education since the beginning of the college.

Study of astronomy and
mathematics established

1870

Department of
1891
Chemistry and
Physics established

of faculty teaching and research experience plus a vast

is part of the Carleton STEM continuum. The foundation of

SEPTEMBER 1977

STEM education at Carleton today is rooted in our strong history,

JUNE 1909

as well as in the future promise of each new student.

POSTGRADUATE
HONORS

Psychology separated from
1923 philosophy as Department of
Psychology and Education

Following the theft of
taxidermy specimens
from the museum
in Williams Hall, the
Carletonia (predecessor
to the Carletonian)
reports: “All the beasts
of the field and fowls of
the air were scattered
about the campus.”
Though the stuffed
specimens are soon
returned, Carletonia
editors note that “many
students discovered
for the first time that
Carleton College has
a fine museum.”

LEADERS, INNOVATORS
AND CHANGE-MAKERS

Carleton ranks
very highly as
a baccalaureate origin
of STEM graduates
who go on to
receive PhDs

1971
Environmental*
studies initiated

FUN FACTS

pays faculty salaries, provides funds for research, and rejuvenates
science facilities and instrumentation. This moment in time

trustees, and other generous donors.

1882

C A R L E T O N

This intricate web of support provides scholarships for students,

The education of STEM students today is built upon decades

sum of money gifted to the college by alumni, foundations,

Department of Biology
and Geology established

A T

––

Computer
studies initiated

1974

Mary Claire-King ’67

Cognitive science
1989
concentration*
established

* INTERDISCIPLINARY
FIELDS OF STUDY

JUNE 2010

Archaeology
1991 concentration*
established

Per capita, Carleton
ranks 6th among all
institutions in the number
of women who
receive PhDs
in the sciences

E N COURAGE
CROSS D I S CI P L I N A RY
COL L A BORATI ON

Biochemistry
concentration*
established
In the past five
years (2016–2020)
82% of Carleton
students who applied
to medical school
were accepted, 77%
in their first try

2000
Neuroscience
concentration*
established

2008

CURRENT STEM DEPARTMENTS
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Geology
Mathematics and Statistics
Physics and Astronomy
Psychology

Foster opportunities for STEM
students and faculty members
in different disciplines
to work together to solve
common problems

M A K E S CI E N CE
ACCE SS I BL E TO
A D I V E RS E STUD E N T
COM M UN I TY
Design integrated science
education and immersive learning
opportunities that address the
needs of all students

P ROV I D E
COL L A BORATI V E
RE S E A RCH
E X P E RI E N CE S

Mary Claire-King ’67
was the first
to show that breast
cancer can be inherited
due to mutations in the
BRCA1 gene

Students learn science
by doing science through
research opportunities
guided by faculty mentors.

Evelyn M. Anderson,
Class of 1921, was the
codiscoverer of the
andrenocorticotropic
hormone

Students affix butcher paper and bedsheets to Goodsell
Observatory, transforming the building into Star Wars
character R2D2. Using a digitized scale model of
Goodsell for exact measurements, the pranksters create
the building-size costume as part of a contest to obtain
Schiller from his custodians. Facilities staff members
remove the decorations almost immediately, leading
the students to make a second attempt.

With the encouragement of
chemistry professor Jerry
Mohrig, a “metric football
game” is held at Laird
Stadium to a packed crowd
of 10,000 fans. The game
between Carleton and
St. Olaf is dubbed the Liter
Bowl and serves to promote
the international form of
measurement used by
scientists. The field is marked
off at 100 meters by 53 meters,
and the program lists players’
heights in
centimeters and
their weights
in kilograms.
Carleton
“Cheer-liters”
wear T-shirts
that read “Drop
Back Ten Meters
and Punt.” The game
receives national attention
in newspapers such as the
New York Times and Wall
Street Journal and sports
magazines like Sports
Illustrated. To date it is the
only NCAA–sanctioned metric
football game on record.

Despite a note left on the building
promising that Goodsell will “magically
revert to its original form within 24
hours if left alone” and adding that
“we worked really hard on it.” the
observatory’s droid dress stays up only
marginally longer this time around
before staff members again take it
down. Photos and video of the stunt go
viral on the Internet, showing up on the
website of Minneapolis’s City Pages and
the Chronical of Higher Education, and
on Gawker’s io9 science fiction blog.

Charles “Jim”
Kade ’36
was a codeveloper
of the pain reliever
acetaminophen
known as Tylenol

CURRENT INTERDICSIPLINARY
STEM PROGRAMS
Archaeology
Biochemistry
Cognitive Science
Environmental Studies
Neuroscience

BUILDING SCIENCE OVER TIME

1887

Old Observatory
O C C U PA N T S :

astronomy
DEMOLISHED

originally Science Hall, renamed 1883
O C C U P A N T S : biology, chemistry, geology,
mathematics, physics
DEMOLISHED

O C C U PA N T S :

archaeology, astronomy,
mathematics, computer science,
environmental studies, GIS

Laird Hall of Science
O C C U PA N T S :

biology, chemistry,
geology, physics
REPURPOSED

Leighton Hall of Chemistry
O C C U PA N T S :

chemistry and geology
REPURPOSED

Seeley G. Mudd Hall
O C C U PA N T S :

biology, physics, astronomy,
psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience,
computer science, environmental science, GIS

O C C U PA N T S :

chemistry, biochemistry, geology
DEMOLISHED

Center for Mathematics and Computing
O C C U PA N T S :

computer science,
mathematics, statistics

Evelyn M. Anderson Hall
O C C U PA N T S :

animal colony, biology,
biochemistry, neuroscience, psychology

O C C U PA N T S :

archaeology, chemistry,
biochemistry, geology, physics

